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PREPARING A SCORE FOR AN AUDITION 

General: 
- Get your own score, make sure it’s the same edition the orchestra is working from 
- Listen to as many recordings of good conductors/orchestras you can; follow along 
- Get your ‘trail markers’ marked – measure numbers (at least beginning of every system), 

circle rehearsal letters, mark time/tempo changes 
- Know the formal pillars and key areas (at a minimum) 
- Know the translations of any instructions printed in the music 

 
Your preparation: 

- Be able to sing (musically) all the way through without the score 
- Know your tempi (clock it with a metronome) 
- Know who plays what/when (cues) 
- Physically practice beginnings and transitions 10x more than anything else 

 
Bowings: 

- Watch them, and be sure they’re watching their principals 
- Weight and speed is what influences color/sound quality. 
- Encourage good bow distribution (similar to air support for a vocalist/wind player) 
- Articulation – is it on or off the string? How far off? 
- Direction changes are necessary to adjust if you’re not achieving the phrasing you want 
- You can always check out the NY Phil Archives http://archives.nyphil.org/ 

 
Technical components for rehearsal: 

- Who has the figures that drive the whole – latch everyone on to them 
- Ties and slurs always cause rhythmic lapses 
- Basses are late, that’s correct at least 50% of the time with most orchestras (sorry) 

 
Rehearsal ideas: 

- Listen like crazy, they need to do the same 
- Try it without conducting, it forces them to listen more (probably you too) 
- Simply repeat a passage - at least 50% of the problems will fix themselves 
- Say two, or three things, no more, then go back. Be specific. 
- Always go for the musical solution 

o “It’s not together,” is too simple (even though it may be true) 
o Sing what you want for them, words get in the way 
o Use musical terminology: “brilliante” gets a different result than “louder” 

- Make changes that encourage them to write in their part 
o Ex. "Please change that mf to mp." 

- Avoid the temptation to give them a theory or history lesson…they’re there to rehearse 
 
Anticipating what they’ll ask for: 

- First movements are typical 
- Anything where you need to navigate transitions; places where they need you 
- Anything that is in one with a triple subdivision 


